STAGE - TRAINING COMMITTE - FBE MINUTES
Brussels May 24 , 2012

Attend:
Aitzol Asla
Marta Isern
Alessandro Garibotti
Malgorzata Kozuch
Nazario Oleaga
Pawel Szczesniewski
Thierry Goegebeur

AGENDA:

1.- Reading and approval of minutes of the commission held in Barcelona in the 3d of february of 2012.
Aproved.

2.- STAGE GENEVA -
We are closing the scientific program of the Stage. Like in last years, we are going to mix a general topics about training with a more specific or technical topic, but always from the point of view of the need on training to the european lawyers.

**PRELIMINARI DRAFT - STAGE - GENEVE**

*Openning:*

*President of the FBE* - -------------------------

*Dean of the Bilbao Bar* - Nazario de Oleaga

1.- **TRANSBORDER PRACTICE OF PROFESSION** (PRACTICAL ISSUES AS WE ALL KNOW ABOUT OUR RIGHTS ACCORDING TO DIRECTIVES 77/249; 98/5).

**ROUND TABLE:** coordinator - Malgorzata Kozuch

- We are going to try to answer different practical questions in this matter, with the participation of lawyers of different countries.
  - Spain - Marta Isern
  - France -
  - Germany -
  - Italy -
  - Etc....

(Interventions of 10 minutes)

2.- **MONEY LAUNDRY AND THE SPECIFIC OBLIGATIONS FOR THE EUROPEAN LAWYERS**

*Is necesary to all lawyers, know the obligations in this matter, and know too, the differents european regulations about that. The need of training in this matters may be the initial point of the work day.*

*The European Directives - Last news and the impact in the member states.*

*Joanna Skladowska*
Round Table - “The situation in different countries”

ITALY: Alesandor Garibotti
SPAIN: Nielson Stewart.
POLAND: Marlena Wach
SWITZERLAND:

THE CHANGES OF LEGAL EDUCATION IN EUROPE

Introduction of Thierry Goegebeur; The last minute about legal education in UK and introduction to speakers of other countries.

Conclusions

3.- Transborder practice of profession (practical issues as we all know about our rights according to directives 77/249; 98/5).

We decided to introduce this matter in the next STAGE will be held in Geneva.

3.- Other questions.

We received some documentation of Salvatore Orestano. Is attached with this document.

In Brussels 24, May, 2012